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46 Grander
46' (14.02m)   2016   Jarrett Bay   46 Grander
Beaufort  North Carolina  United States

OVERVIEW
  
Manufacturer: Jarrett Bay
Engines: 2 CAT Hull Material: Fiberglass
Engine Model: C18 Cruise Speed: 39
Engine HP: 1136 Max Speed: 45
Beam: 15' 4" Cabins/Heads: 1 / 1
Max Draft: 4' 6" Fuel Type: Gas/Petrol
Water: 100 G (378.54 L) Fuel: 800 G (3028.33 L)

$2,350,000
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Data Sheet

Category: Sport Fishing
Subcategory: Center Consoles
Condition: Used
Model Year: 2016
Beam: 15'4'' (4.67m)
Max Draft: 4' 6'' (1.37m)
LOA: 46' (14.02m)
LWL: 41' 5'' (12.62m)
Cabins: 1
Heads: 1

Maximum Speed: 45 Cruise Speed: 39
Fuel Type: Gas/Petrol
Hull Material: Fiberglass
Hull Shape: Planing

Dry Weight: 36500 lbs
Fuel Tank: 800 gal (3028.33 liters)
Fresh Water: 100 gal (378.54 liters)
Holding Tank: 30 gal (113.56 liters)
HIN/IMO: 61

Engines/Generators

Engine 1
CAT
C18
Inboard
1136HP
Fuel: Diesel
Hours: 850
Year: 2016
Location: Port

Engine 2
CAT
C18
Inboard
1136HP
Fuel: Diesel
Hours: 1136
Year: 2016
Location: Starboard

Generator 1
CAT
C.22
Hours: 1050
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Summary/Description

GRANDER The GRANDER is a milestone in the continuous evolution of Jarrett Bay Boat Works. Jarrett Bay's commitment
to collaborative integration of boat owners ideas and concepts, maintains their position at the forefront of creative
influence, in today's custom boat building market. Demonstrating y

The GRANDER is a milestone in the continuous evolution of Jarrett Bay Boat Works. Jarrett Bay's commitment to
collaborative integration of boat owners ideas and concepts, maintains their position at the forefront of creative
influence, in today's custom boat building market. Demonstrating yet again what truly custom boat building is all about,
custom hull 61 features some outright bold design choices, including the dark paint and black tower hardware. The
result is an aggressively beautiful tactical vehicle that attacks offshore fishing's status quo. The GRANDER is undeniably
one of the most influential custom built Sportfish of the 21st Century! Completely Repainted 2018 - Updated Electronics -
Platinum Warranty - New Sea Keeper 6

Full CAT 1000hr main engine and generator service.
Hull painted.
Natural teak toe rail clear coated. 
Cover board, combing, cockpit deck and bridge deck reconditioned.
Full topside and engine room detail.
New bottom paint.
New forward deck hatch.
Extended warranty in place.

Cockpit

The cockpit is arranged with a central mezzanine seat that doubles as a large ice maker and cooler, with two freezers
accessible in the steps below. Two huge in-deck fish boxes straddle the Release fighting chair and transom livewell with
tuna tubes. No space is wasted throughout, with the mezzanine steps and seating hosting multiple flush-face tackle
drawers and dry storage.

Bridge

The primary helm features pilot and co-pilot chairs with an artfully designed electronics suite with the latest from Cat,
Garmin, FLIR, iCom and Fusion. To starboard is convertible bench seating concealing rod storage, while additional
seating, dry storage and an in-deck engine room hatch occupy the space to port forward of the helm.

Flybridge Helm

Accessed by teak-covered steps on both sides of the tower, the upper helm area is defined by another teak sole
contrasting the dark metallic painted surfaces. Featuring a single pilot chair behind a full pop-up electronics display, the
bridge boasts an aft-facing seat as well as larger bench seating and storage forward of the helm.

Electronics and Helm
(2) Garmin Multi-function Displays on Bridge Deck
(2) Garmin Multi-function Displays in Flybridge
(2) ICOM IC M604 VHF on Bridge Deck
(2) ICOM IC M604 VHF in Flybridge
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Garmin Autopilot
ACR Remote Spotlight
FLIR
Ritchie Powerdamp Compass
Clarion CMD5 Marine Stereo

Interior Layout

The clean and modern design flows below as the sliding companionway door reveals another striking mix of metallic and
wood veneered surfaces. A compact, but capable galley occupies the starboard side which includes a wash basin,
microwave convection oven, over/under refrigerator/freezer and recessed storage. A two person v-berth wraps around
the forward cabin underneath a central overhead hatch. To port is an extensive tackle storage station, a combination rod
and wet hanging locker, and a well-appointed head finished in Stardust Silver throughout.

Engine Room

Powered by twin Caterpillar C18 engines with ACERT technology, the boat is every bit as fast as she looks, and economic
to boot. Booking along at 40 knots while using around 47 gph, the Grander tops out at 45 knots with a fuel burn of just
59 gph. The boat's mechanical systems also include a 21.5 kW Cat generator, a generous water maker capacity and a
new Seakeeper 6 gyro stabilizer.

Caterpillar C-18 1,136hp Engines - Platinum Warranty May 2021
CAT 360 Controls w integrated CAT Bow Thruster 
Twin Disc MGX5135A 1.79:1 Gears
Caterpillar C2.2 21.5Kw Generator
Eskimo mod. EI 540D Ice Machine 
Victron Energy 24 Volt 50 Amp Charger
Victron Energy 24 Volt 50 Amp Charger
Aqua Matic Water Maker 
Mach 5 Freshwater Pump
Force 10 gal. Water Heater 
Fire Boy MA201150 Fire Suppression

Highlights

Topped off with a custom satellite and radar dome and her all-black fittings and rigging, Grander's dark demeanor is lit in
an impressive spectrum of color at night thanks to an extensive Lumishore LED lighting installation throughout the
hardtop, gunwales and transom. Another innovative Jarrett Bay calling card from her larger sisterships made its way
onto the 46' - the Jarrett Bay signature bucket chairs integrated into the forward cabin house.

Additional Contact Info
For Spanish speaking clients, please contact Guillermo DeLeon

Gdmarinepr@aol.com

+1-954-560-2014
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